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General Feedback
Introduction of the Code
The Code should not be introduced until:


The State Planning Commission and DPTI have had sufficient time to consider in detail the
submissions received during the public consultation period for the Code;



The ePlanning System is fully operational and incorporates the Code in its entirety; and



Councils and the community are further consulted on an amended version of the Code which
has been prepared in response to submissions received during the current consultation period.

There has been a significant loss of policy from current Development Plans across the state and in many
instances a shift in policy direction. Councils and the community should therefore be afforded the
opportunity to ensure that the Code and new system will deliver the best outcomes for communities.
Although it is noted that the Minister for Planning has extended the operational date until September
2020 this comment still holds until such time as the outcomes of the consultation and the training and
business ready programs are known. Further delays may be necessary if significant work is required on
the Code following the consultation period.

Overlays / Assessment Pathways
Reviewing the overlays has revealed that some are unintentionally reducing accepted or deemed-tosatisfy pathways. Additional work is required to reduce this impact to ensure assessment processes are
not complicated for simple developments such as housing, outbuildings, fencing, verandahs and pools.
The State Planning Commission and DPTI should seek to improve overlays and continue to work with
key stakeholders, including other state agencies, to refine them in the Code and ensure their application
does not unreasonably prevent simple and expected classes of development from following accepted or
deemed-to-satisfy assessment pathways.

Zones
There is a general concern with the lack of identified classes of Restricted Development. Presently the
‘non-complying’ lists are extensive and provide further guidance on the type of development that is not
envisaged within a zone. There does not appear to be enough policy in the draft Planning and Design
Code to support the exclusion of undesirable uses.
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Referrals
The current listed of exempt Zones within Schedule 8(1)(4) of the Development Regulations 2008 should
be reflected in the Overlays to provide clear guidance as to whether a referral is required. Failure to do
this may result in a large number of unnecessary referrals that would not currently occur.

Historic Area Statements
The table format being implemented for the historic area statements is quite restrictive in being able to
express the context of an area’s history and its key characteristics. In reviewing the statements released
for consultation, additional information has now been inserted to try and address this concern. However
it is suggested that a context section be added to the statements that allows for such contextual
information and how the area has evolved and why certain land division patterns or housing styles
should be maintained and complimented. Given that it has been stated that the statements are replacing
the Desired Character Statements this addition becomes even more important in order to reflect current
policy.
Through having to utilise these statements a significant amount of policy has been lost from
Development Plans and in some instances reference to development guidelines. Where guidelines are
in existence there should be an ability to refer to them, as diagrams highlighting the key building
characteristics and relevant materials for example, provide land owners and developers with a starting
point when looking to redevelop or undertake extensions to existing buildings. Alternatively there should
be more policies included in the Code to reflect such guidelines.
The revised statements have been included with this submission.
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Overlays
Overlay
Concern
Building Near Airfields Overlay 1.0 The overlay applies to an area extending approximately
6.5kms from the Goolwa Airport and has the potential to
unrealistically impact/restrict development within the
townships of Goolwa and Middleton.
Character Area Overlay
1.0 Currently the Character Area Overlay does not apply to the
Council district. There is a concern that the Code will
generalise policies to an extent that the character of each
township may be compromised.
Coastal Areas Overlay

1.0 Current PDCs 12 and 16 in the ‘Coastal Settlement Zone’
relate to AHD levels for site and building floor levels, and
overall building height.
There is a concern relating to the definition of ‘standard sea
flood risk level’ and the implication of this on ground is
therefore unknown.

Environment and Food
Production Area Overlay

1.0 Lack of clarity around rural boundary realignments.

Resolution
The extent to which this overlay
applies should be reconsidered
to a more suitable extent
surrounding the Goolwa Airport
Include a Character Area Overlay
for each of the main townships of
the Council District and the
Historic Goolwa Wharf to reflect
existing Desired Character
Statements.
Refer to definition comments on
‘standard sea flood risk level’ and
ensure building sites, floor levels
and overall building heights of
existing policy is maintained
within Rural Shack Settlement
Zone which now applies.
Provide further clarity on what
constitutes a ‘new’ allotment for
‘residential purposes’, and policy
surrounding rural boundary
realignments. Please also refer to
Land Division in Rural Areas and
Rural Zone comment.
It is also suggested that the
Practice Direction is reviewed
and updated to reflect this.
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Hazards (Bushfire – Medium
Risk) Overlay

1.0 Access requirements for dwellings <30.0 metres from a
public road are required to have unreasonable turn around
requirements.

Hazards (Bushfire – Urban
Interface) Overlay

1.0 Concerns about the application of this overlay with all zones
DTS provisions as the only overlay provision relates to land
division.

Historic Area Overlay

1.0 Concerned that the land division provisions do not refer to
the retention of historic allotment patterns.

Key Railway Crossings
Overlay

1.0 No concerns with the intent of the policy however
clarification is sought as to what constitutes a key railway
crossing.

Reconsider the application of this
policy/requirement on smaller
township sized allotments that
cannot practically achieve the
turnaround requirements.
Refer to general comments
regarding the application of
Overlays and the impact on
assessment pathways.
Amend PO 4.1 To state: “Land
division creates allotments that
are of a shape and size that are
compatible with the historic
allotment layout outlined in the
historic area, and are capable of
accommodating buildings of a
bulk and scale that reflect
existing buildings and setbacks in
the historic area.
The following crossings are not
identified: Goolwa Road and the
S-Bend at Goolwa which are both
DPTI Roads. local road
crossings include Middleton Mindacowie Rd, Goolwa - Vercoe
Tce, Airport Road and Byrnes /
Crystal Road, Strangways Tce,
The Strand, Rosetta Tce - Port
Elliot.Tucker Rd, Michelmore Rd,
Milnes Rd, High St, Swamp Rd,
Burns Rd, Strathalbyn. Stirling
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Limited Dwelling Overlay

1.0 The intent of this Overlay is to restrict additional dwellings
from being established in undesirable parts of the primary
production area. The Overlay currently applies to the
remaining sections of the Currency Creek ‘paper township’
where dwellings are not envisaged.
The Overlay has been prepared for other areas of the state
and lacks local context relating to ‘paper townships’.

Limited Land Division Overlay

1.0 Query why the Limited Land Division Overlay applies to the
Rural Zone but not the Peri-Urban Zone when land division
creating additional allotments is not envisaged. It is noted
that the Rural Zone is covered by the Limited Land Division
Overlay, but the Peri-Urban Zone contains a PO limiting
land division only.
2.0 Wording of the Desired Outcome ‘limitation of land
fragmentation to pursue various outcomes’ is ambiguous
and unclear as to its intent.
3.0 The overlay does not reflect the current Policies for the
Langhorne Creek Region, which in limited circumstances
enables the creation of additional allotments for
horticultural/farming purposes.
1.0 Concerns regarding the implications of defacto heritage
listings via heritage adjacency policy and the potential
implications on assessment pathways and criteria for
properties adjoining and not currently listed.
2.0 The generalisation and loss of local specific policies has the
potential to result in development that lacks regard to
heritage character and style.

Local Heritage Place Overlay

Alexandrina Council

Hill Rd.
Given the unique scenario of
Currency Creek and other paper
townships such as Wellington
and Leasingham etc, it is
suggested that a ‘Paper
Township Overlay’ is created to
ensure that no dwellings can be
established in these areas.
Apply the Limited Land Division
Overlay to both the Peri-Urban
Zone and Rural Zone.

Provide greater clarity and
direction.
Reconsider how the Limited Land
Division Policies apply to the
Langhorne Creek Region - refer
to Rural Zone comments.
Review of the heritage adjacency
policies to ensure the intended
properties are identified.
Either provide more guiding
policies for assessment or refer
to other established heritage
guidelines.
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3.0 Query PO 7.1 - reference to ‘existing materials’
Major Urban Transport Routes
Overlay
Mount Lofty Ranges
Catchment (Area 1) Overlay

1.0 Concern with the extent of technical data required to be
provided and subsequently analysed by planning staff - not
engineering staff, to determine if a referral is required within
verification period.
1.0 Concerns regarding the reference to ‘function centre’ in the
procedural matters section which refers to a ‘function centre
with more than 75 seats for customer dining purposes’. It is
questioned as to whether this should refer to total number of
persons as opposed to seats on the basis that issues such
as waste disposal are no different whether persons are
seated or standing.
2.0 Concerns with ambiguity around EPA referrals for a shop. In
particular the number of seats.

Native Vegetation Overlay

1.0 Concerned with the impact on the application to accepted
and deemed to satisfy development.
2.0 Concerned that the only trigger for a Native Vegetation
referral is for ‘major level clearance’, meaning the
assessment of any other level of clearance is to be
undertaken by the relevant authority who may not have the
relevant expertise.

RAMSAR Wetlands Overlay

1.0 Specific RAMSAR policies have been generalised and
concern is raised that significant content has been lost.

Alexandrina Council

Suggest wording that reflects
original/traditional materials
rather than what may be existing.
Suggest simplifying and
encouraging more referrals be
directed to DPTI as technical
experts.
Amend the second referral trigger
(b)(ii) to refer to a total number of
persons (capacity) as opposed to
the total number of seats for
customer dining purpose.
Amend the second referral trigger
(b)(iii)(b) to refer to ‘a restaurant
with more than 30 seats and in
association with a cellar door’.
Please refer to general
comments on Overlays.
Amend the referral trigger to refer
to ‘…apart from where the level
of clearance is identified as low
level clearance’, rather than
‘major level clearance’ to ensure
the attainment of the PO’s are
assessed by persons with
appropriate
qualifications/expertise.
Insert additional policies that
reflect existing PDC’s 45-49 of
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2.0 Key RAMSAR Habitat Area not reflected within overlays

River Murray Flood Plain
Overlay

the Natural Resource Module in
the Alexandrina Council
Development Plan
Update and/or provide additional
layer for ‘key habitat areas’,
provide new administrative
definition for ‘key habitat areas’
and include PDC’s 45-49 of the
Natural Resource Module to
ensure adequate protection of
the key areas identified.

3.0 The Overlay boundary is incorrect adjacent to (at least) the
Milang township.

Update the overlay to reflect
amended Ramsar boundary in
the vicinity of the Milang
township. We understand this
was updated in 2017.

1.0 The River Murray Flood Plain Overlay is unduly restricting
accepted and DTS development in residential type zones
e.g. Goolwa North Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Please refer to general
comments on Overlays.
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2.0 There are insufficient and conflicting policies for setback
distances from watercourses between this Overlay and the
Water Protection Overlay / Water Resources Overlay.
3.0 Concerned regarding the application of this Overlay in areas
where Schedule 8 of Development Regulations 2008
provides an exemptions for specific Zones.
River Murray Tributaries Area
Overlay
Significant Landscape
Protection Overlay

Sloping Land Overlay
State Heritage Area Overlay

1.0 The River Murray Tributaries Overlay is unduly restricting
accepted and DTS development in residential type zones
e.g. Strathalbyn Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.
1.0 Concerned that PO2.2 does not provide for new dwellings
on smaller allotments.

1.0 Concerned with the impact on the application to accepted
and deemed to satisfy development.
1.0 Concerned with the lack of specific detail for the Goolwa
State Heritage Area.

2.0 The proposed policy does not provide effective guidance on
the appearance of new buildings or additions.

Alexandrina Council

Review minimum setback
distances from watercourses
between Overlays to ensure
consistency.
Review the application of the
Overlay in the areas where it is
currently exempt to minimise
unnecessary referrals that do not
currently occur.
Please refer to general
comments on Overlays.
Suggest that PO 2.2(b) be
reworded to ‘are required to
support existing pastoral or rural
activities.’ As opposed to being
essential in supporting these
activities.
Please refer to general
comments on Overlays.
Include a State Heritage
Statement or reference the
Goolwa State Heritage Area
guidelines prepared by the State
Heritage branch.
Suggest a new PO ‘new buildings
should not replicate historic
buildings but rather be
complimentary to existing historic
buildings in terms of architectural
form, scale and proportions, with
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State Heritage Place Overlay

1.0 The term ‘adaptive reuse’ is not defined and open for
interpretation.
2.0 The proposed policy does not provide effective guidance on
the appearance of new buildings or additions.

State Significant Native
Vegetation Overlay

1.0 Concerned that the only trigger for a Native Vegetation
referral is for ‘major level clearance’, meaning the
assessment of any other level of clearance is to be
undertaken by the relevant authority who may not have the
relevant expertise.

Urban Transport Routes
Overlay

1.0 Concern with the extent of technical data required to be
provided and subsequently analysed by planning staff - not
engineering staff, to determine if a referral is required within
verification period.
1.0 Concerned with the impact on the application to accepted
and deemed to satisfy development.
2.0 There are insufficient and conflicting policies for setback
distances from watercourses between this Overlay and the
River Murray Flood Plain Overlay / Water Resources
Overlay.

Water Protection Area Overlay

simple and restrained detailing’.
Provide clear definition or
supporting policy that defines the
term ‘adaptive reuse’.
Suggest a new PO ‘new buildings
should not replicate historic
buildings but rather be
complimentary to existing historic
buildings in terms of architectural
form, scale and proportions, with
simple and restrained detailing’.
Amend the referral trigger to refer
to ‘…apart from where the level
of clearance is identified as low
level clearance’, rather than
‘major level clearance’ to ensure
the attainment of the PO’s are
assessed by persons with
appropriate
qualifications/expertise.
Suggest simplifying and
encouraging more referrals be
directed to DPTI as technical
experts.
Please refer to general
comments on Overlays.
Review minimum setback
distances from watercourses
between Overlays to ensure
consistency.
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Water Resources Overlay

Other – ‘Scenic Routes’
Overlay

1.0 Concerned with the impact on the application to accepted
and deemed to satisfy development.
2.0 Lack of guidance for a uniform setback for development on
allotments adjoining waterways

1.0 Creation of a ‘Scenic Routes’ Overlay with supporting policy
for managing visual impact in these areas.

Please refer to general
comments on Overlays.
Insert PO that includes ‘maintain
character and uniformity of
development along the water’s
edge’
Insert a DTS/DPF that states
‘development shall not occur
within 25.0 metres of the edge of
the watercourse, with the
exception of jetties, landings and
structures that are required to
stabilise the waters edge.’
This overlay would be
appropriate for a number of
scenic routes across the State,
including but not limited to the
routes currently identified in the
Development Plan.
Equally this overlay could also be
expanded upon to cover the
SATC (South Australian Tourism
Commission) Brown Scenic
Routes or Way signs such as the
‘Fleurieu Way’.
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Zones and Subzones
Zone/Subzone
Caravan and
Tourist Park
Zone

Community
Facilities Zone

1.0

2.0

Verandah appears as a performance assessed class of development in
Table 3 and not a DTS form of development under Table 2.

3.0

DTS/DPF 2.2 Concern with expression.

4.0

Lack of clarity on the provision/assessment pathway that would apply for
additions to ‘Tourist Accommodation’ given that a ‘dwelling’ and ‘dwelling
addition’ are defined within the tables.

1.0

Current District Centre Zone, Goolwa Centre Policy Area 3, Precinct 2 Civic
Focus.
Current Open Space Zone, Strathalbyn Recreation and Community Policy
Area 33.
Current District Centre Zone, Strathalbyn Centre Policy Area 4, Precinct 5
Angus River and Soldiers Memorial.

2.0
3.0

Alexandrina Council

Concern
Concerned with the Restricted Development Classification of a ‘shop’ in that
it does not apply a floor cap to a restaurant nor does it specify the use as
being ancillary to the tourist accommodation use.

Resolution
Amend the Restricted
Development Classification for a
‘shop’ to be two parts where all
parts must be met.
a) the gross leasable floor area is
no more than 300m²; and
b) the use is ancillary to an
associated tourist
accommodation use
Include verandah in Table 2 as a
DTS form of development.
Reword as follows: All buildings,
fixtures attached to the land
and/or recreation facilities should
be setback at least 1 metre from
an internal road.
Amend Class of Development
column of Table 3 to include
Tourist Accommodation (and or
additions)
Transfer to the Recreation Zone.
Transfer to the Recreation Zone.
Transfer to the Open Space
Zone.
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4.0

Where the Community Facilities Zone currently covers the Primary
Production Zone in Port Elliot West Community Policy Area 32 amend
DTS/DPF2.1.
Tourist accommodation is currently a ‘merit’ form of development, under the
Code. Tourist Accommodation is proposed to be ‘Restricted’ unless located
within the Visitor Experience Subzone. This Subzone is not appropriate for
Alexandrina Council therefore leaving a significant policy shift.

Conservation
Zone

1.0

Deferred Urban
Zone

1.0

Concern with the ambiguity DO 1 in that there is no clear direction for
appropriate uses in the interim prior to the Rezoning for urban purposes .

Employment
Zone

1.0

Concerns with Table 4 Restricted Development in relation to the listing of
‘industry’ with the only exclusion being special industry.

2.0

The General Industry, Motor Repair Station and Telecommunication
Facilities within Table 3 do not refer to land use and intensity PO 1.2.

3.0

DTS/DPF 1.3 wording is confusing and does not reflect PO1.3.

Alexandrina Council

Insert TNV of 12m Building
Height.
Amend Restricted Development
Classification Table to ensure
small-scale tourist
accommodation is a
Performance Assessed type of
development.
Replace with Deferred Urban
Zone objective 1 of SAPPL
‘A zone accommodating a
restricted range of rural uses that
are not prejudicial to
development of the land for
urban purposes and maintain the
rural appearance of the zone.’
Consider reversing and listing
special industry as being a
restricted form of development
with no exclusions.
Apply PO 1.1 and 1.2 for all
performance assessed
developments.
Replace with the following:
Shop:
a) with a gross leasable floor
area of up to 500m²;
in the form of a bulky goods
outlet: or ancillary to and located
on the same allotment as an
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General
Neighbourhood
Zone

4.0

PO 1.3 is not referred to within any of Table 3 except for advertisement
where it is not applicable.

5.0

PO 3.2 additional policy sought.

6.0

PO 1.4 Concerns regarding the reference to neighbourhood zone.

1.0

General Neighbourhood Zones are not appropriate for the Alexandrina
Council Area.

industry.
Refer to PO 1.3 where it is
appropriate such as a shop or a
Bulky Goods Outlet.
PO 3.2 consider including
wording to suggest building
openings are to be located away
from sensitive receivers.
Reword as follows: Buildings
mitigate visual impacts of
building massing on land situated
within an adjacent zone that
primarily envisages residential
development.
Transfer all to the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone except for
Residential Zone, Southern
Policy Area 11, Precinct 19
Middleton and Precinct 22
Surfers Beach, which should be
transferred to the Residential
Neighbourhood Zone.
Refer to ‘Other’ Section below for
commentary regarding the
Marina on Hindmarsh Island Residential Zone Marina Policy
Area 18.
Please also refer to General
Feedback comment 6.0 and
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2.0

Home Industry
Zone

1.0

Infrastructure
(Airfield) Zone

1.0

change the zone from General
Neighbourhood to Tourism
Development Zone as outlined in
red on the map.
This Zone is inappropriate for the Hindmarsh Island Marina (Coorong
This is a major development site
Quays).
and has particular policies that
are unique to it. A specific zone
should be created that addresses
the mixed uses within the marina
using the current Development
Plan policies as a guide.
Alternatively a zone could be
created that addresses mixed
use marina developments of this
nature and then apply a subzone to determine the differences
between each site.
DTS/DPF 4.1 (a1) - concerns that a minimum allotment size does not reflect Amend minimum allotment size
the requirements in some areas for on-site waste disposal.
to be consistent with the TNV of
the Suburban Neighbourhood
Zone where on-site waste
disposal is required (900m²
allotment size). Please refer to
comments on Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone minimum
allotment sizes for clarity
Concern with the number of envisaged forms of development that are not
Include the identified envisaged
located within the Tables and would therefore require notification in a zone forms of development from
where they are generally anticipated.
DTS/DPF 1.1 of the zone section
within the appropriate tables to
remove that notification trigger.
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Infrastructure
(Ferry and
Marina
Facilities) Zone

1.0

The proposed location for this Zone is incompatible. Currently this land is
located within the Open Space Zone, Goolwa Wharf and Surrounds Policy
Area 6 which has a specific focus on providing a focus for tourism, visitor,
community, cultural, entertainment and educational facilities for Goolwa
through the promotion and development of the area as an historic river port.

Residential
Neighbourhood
Zone

1.0

Minimum allotment size for current Residential Zone, Southern Policy Area
11, Precinct 19 Middleton and Precinct 22 Surfers Beach.

2.0

Building Height is not consistent with current policy.

3.0

Concern with wording of DTS3.1 primary street setback

4.0

DTS/DPF 7.1 unreasonably restricting ancillary structures from being DTS

Change to more appropriate
and/or new Zone that better
reflects the historic Goolwa
Wharf and surrounds.
A Character Area Overlay should
also apply to retain existing
policy.
TNVs for DTS/DPF8.1 to reflect
current land division policy in
Residential Zone, Southern
Policy Area 11, Precinct 19
Middleton and Precinct 22
Surfers Beach.
Insert a TNV for height in
Residential Neighbourhood
Zones to be a maximum of 8.0m
above natural ground level.
Suggest additional wording for
instances where there is only one
adjacent site containing a
dwelling and enabling a
proposed dwelling to have the
same setback from the primary
street.
Suggest amending provisions
and/or including the ability for
TNVs for boundary setbacks.
Particularly in part (b) to better
align with current setback policy
of 900mm and 3.0 metres from
secondary street frontage
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Rural Zone

Alexandrina Council

1.0

Name of Rural Zone does not reflect the core activities envisaged.

2.0

Acknowledge the slight policy shift that lists tourist accommodation as an
envisaged land use and provides assessment criteria.

3.0

Land division, boundary realignment policies do not reflect the current
Primary Production Zone, Mount Lofty Ranges Policy Area 9, or provide
any guidance for such development.

4.0

Land division, boundary realignment policies do not reflect the current
Primary Production, Flood Policy Area 7, or provide any guidance for such
development.

5.0

Land division policies do not reflect the unique policies of the Langhorne
Creek Region (Concept Plans Alex/22-24) (the region currently applies to
both Policy Area 7 and 9).

6.0

Dwelling/s currently not permissible within the Primary Production Zone,

Change zone title to ‘Primary
Production Zone’.
Additional policies required to
ensure that the development
doesn’t unduly affect the DO.
Additional policy required to
guide the siting of development.
Suggest inclusion of a Rural
Boundary Realignment Subzone
that reflects PDC 12 of the
Alexandrina Council Primary
Production Zone.
Please refer also to comments
on EFPA Overlay and Land
Division in Rural Areas general
section.
Suggest inclusion of a Flood
Area Boundary Realignment
Subzone that reflects PDC’s 7-10
of the Alexandrina Council
Primary Production Zone, Flood
Policy Area 7.
Suggest inclusion of a Langhorne
Creek Region Subzone/Overlay
which reflects PDC 11-15 of the
Alexandrina Council Primary
Production Zone Flood Policy
Area 7, PDC’s 7 - 11 of current
Primary Production Zone, Mount
Lofty Ranges Policy Area 9.
Apply Limited Dwelling Overlay
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Flood Policy Area 7, Precinct 10 Langhorne Creek.
7.0

8.0

Peri-Urban Zone

Rural Living
Zone

No guidance is provided for appropriate floor levels, effluent disposal above
flood levels which currently applies within the Primary Production Zone,
Flood Policy Area 7 (Excluding Precinct 10).

Restricted development table for shop, the exclusions should read ‘and’
rather than ‘or’.
9.0 Concerns regarding the reference to ‘function centre’ in the policy section
which refers to a ‘function centre with more than 75 seats for customer
dining purposes’. It is questioned as to whether this should refer to total
number of persons as opposed to seats on the basis that issues such as
waste disposal are no different whether persons are seated or standing.
10.0 Consideration should be given to utilising the Primary Production Priority
Area mapping produced by PIRSA which could assist in the development of
policy for boundary realignments, tourist accommodation and other value
adding activities.
1.0 Question whether the Zone should be a zone or an overlay over the Rural
Zone given the intent of the zones are very similar with the added layer of
policy applying to watershed areas.
2.0 The title of the Zone is not appropriate for what is currently the Watershed
Zone.
1.0 In Rural Living Zone, Currency Creek Rural Living Policy Area 31, the P&D
Code would enable dwellings to be constructed on smaller existing
residential sized allotments, which cannot currently occur without

to Primary Production Zone
Flood Policy Area 7, Precinct 10
Langhorne Creek.
Apply TNV to the area currently
within Primary Production Zone,
Flood Policy Area 7 (Excluding
precinct 10) and apply policy to
ensure adequate finished floor
levels and waste disposal areas
are achieved above the flood
level.
Amend table 4 accordingly.
Amend PO DTS/DPF 6.5 (b) to
refer to a total number of persons
(capacity) as opposed to the total
number of seats for customer
dining purpose.
Consider including the Primary
Production Priority Area Mapping
as an overlay within the Rural
Zone.
Apply policies as an Overlay to
the Rural Zone rather than have
a separate zone.
The new zone (or overlay) could
simply be titled Watershed.
Insert Concept Plan Map Alex/21
to ensure dwellings can only be
established on amalgamated
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2.0

compliance with Concept Plan Map Alex/21.

allotments in the areas specified
in the Concept Plan.

Concern regarding the wording of the Desired Outcome particularly in
relation to referencing of the word ‘peaceful’ when envisaged activities

Rewording the desired outcome
to better reflect Rural Living Zone
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3.0

4.0

Suburban
Employment
Zone

Suburban
Neighbourhood
Zone

include kennels, animal husbandry and light industry and commercial uses
despite them being of a small scale.
Rural Living Zone, Precinct 32 Highland Valley, currently has a minimum
allotment size of 7000m² (and a minimum average area of 10,000m²)
however the minimum TNV which applies in this area currently shows
10,000m².
Envisaged and anticipated forms of development currently include ‘farming’
and ‘agricultural buildings’ however these are not envisaged in the
proposed Rural Living Zone. As such, ‘farming’ and ‘agricultural buildings’
are not identified in the assessment tables and would be ‘all other code
assessed’, possibly requiring public notification.

5.0

Rural Living Zone, Precinct 34 Port Elliot North and Goolwa Central,
currently have a minimum allotment size of 2500m² however no TNV
applies under the Code.

1.0

Query why Tourist Accommodation is identified as an envisaged land use.

2.0
3.0

Procedural Matters section has not content to enable review.
Query why a ‘wrecking yard’ is listed in the Restricted Development
Classification table. This is not a defined land use.
Residential Zone, Mount Compass Golf Course Policy Area 20 is currently
managed by Concept Plan Alex/13 which separates the residential area
from the recreation/golf course area i.e. the Fleurieu Golf Course. The Code
proposes to include the whole of this area within the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone without supporting policy to guide the location of
residential and recreational land uses.

1.0

SAPPL objectives.
Ensure minimum allotment sizes
are reflected as TNV’s
Include ‘farming’ as an accepted
form of development and include
‘agricultural buildings’ in Tables 2
and 3 subject to similar
assessment criteria to
outbuildings.
Insert a TNV for a minimum
allotment size of 2500m² over
Rural Living Zone, Precinct 34
Port Elliot North and Goolwa
Central.
Reconsider the appropriateness
of this land use.
Please complete table
Reconsider the appropriateness
of this land use.
Amend zoning to better reflect
Concept Plan Map Alex/13, i.e.
Residential to Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone and the
Recreation/Golf Course area to
Open Space Zone.
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2.0

Allotment size TNVs do not reflect the current Development Plan policies.

Apply relevant TNVs to reflect
current Development Plan policy
in relation to land division,
minimum allotment size and
frontage width.
Requirements specifically
distinguishing between on-site
waste disposal and connection to
sewer/CWMS.
Please note the subtle
differences between current
precincts.

3.0

Allotment size and TNV’s do not distinguish between the current minimum
sizes for land that is connected to CWMS and land requiring on-site waste
control systems.

Provide additional policy to
support larger minimum allotment
sizes where land is not
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connected to CWMS/Sewer.
4.0

The proposed allotment sizes as they apply to the current Residential Zone, Amend TNV and/or relevant
Strathalbyn North Policy Area 26 are not consistent with current policy that policy to reflect existing policy.
provides for a range of minimum allotment sizes based on the topography
of land being divided.

5.0

Currently Battle Axe / Hammer Head allotments are only envisaged in
certain Policy Areas and there is a concern that there is a gap in the
proposed policy restricting the creation of such allotments.

6.0

Concerns with reduced side setbacks in relation to secondary street
boundaries not aligning with current policy.

7.0

Concerns with regard to Building Heights across the Alexandrina Council
Area.
Enable variation to the upper level rear setbacks for dwellings

8.0

Insert a Performance Outcome
that restricts battle-axe
allotments in all areas except
Residential Zone Goolwa Central
Policy Area 12, Goolwa North
Policy Area 14.
Recommend a TNV for a
secondary street setback of
3.0m.
Insert TNV for height to be 8.0m
from natural ground level.
Insert option for TNVs associated
with DTS/DPF9.1 upper level
rear boundary setbacks.
Current setbacks are: 3.0m for
first storey and 8.0m for second
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Housing
Diversity
Neighbourhood
Zone

Township Main
Street Zone

9.0

Each township within the Council district has a unique character which
needs to be identified and acknowledged.

1.0

Housing Diversity Neighbourhood Zone is not appropriate for Residential
Zone, Goolwa Historic Policy Area 13.

2.0

Although suggesting the SN Zone this area is adjacent to the Goolwa State
Heritage Area and in some instances has a consistent built form, character
and allotment configuration that should be formally recognised and
protected.

1.0

The Zone contains no provisions relating to land division despite the
Performance Assessed Table 3 of the Zone referring to ‘Land Division PO
6.1’.

storey.
Each township should have a
Character Area Overlay applied
to ensure existing character is
maintained and enhanced.
Suggest the Suburban
Neighbourhood Zone would be
most appropriate, with a TNV for
150m² minimum allotment size.
Apply a Character Area overlay
to this area to reflect the desired
character identified in current
Residential Zone, Goolwa
Historic Policy Area 13.
Insert assessment criteria
relating to land division.
For Port Elliot - please insert
policy that reflects PDC 16 of the
Town Centre Zone, Port Elliot
Main Street Precinct 43.

2.0

The Zone contains no provisions relating to land division despite the
Performance Assessed Table 3 of the Zone referring to ‘Land Division PO
6.1’.

For Strathalbyn - please insert
policy that reflects PDCs 8-10 of
the District Centre Zone,
Strathalbyn Centre Policy Area 4.
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Tourism
Development
Zone

1.0

Advertisements DTS/PDF3.1 the size of the face of a Deemed to Satisfy
form of development is excessively large and poorly worded. Gives no
direction as to what can be advertised on this land. Development
Regulations 2008’ talk about 4m² signs when advertising the sale of the
land

Consider reducing the size of the
DTS maximums for signage as
development can instead be
performance assessed if it is
large than this.
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General Policy
General Policy
Advertisements

1.0
2.0

Animal Keeping and Horse
Keeping

1.0

2.0

3.0

Concern
Critical policy missing relating to the size and height of
advertisements in Table 1 and therefore unable to provide
comment.
Advertising Content PO3.1 use of the word ‘Primarily’
suggest that third party advertisement can be possible
PO 3.1
Content of advertisements primarily limited to information
relating to the lawful use of land they are located on.
DO1 - Querying the words ‘carrying capacity of the land’ as
this is not a planning consideration.
DO 1
Animals kept at a density that is not beyond the carrying
capacity of the land and in a manner that minimises
adverse effects on the environment, local amenity and
surrounding development.
Query the relevance of PO1.2 as can be managed through
the appropriate setbacks.
PO 1.2
Animal keeping and horse keeping located and managed to
minimise the potential transmission of disease to other
operations where animals are kept.
PO2.3 second sentence referring to kennel flooring is not
relevant here.

Resolution
Draft Code is incomplete.
Replace ‘primarily’ with ‘is’ or
‘are’ to read as follows.
‘Content of advertisements is/are
limited to information relating to
the lawful use of land they are
located on.’
Consider using similar wording
to that used in PO1.1.

Remove PO1.2

Remove from PO 2.3 as it is
repeated in PO3.1
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PO 2.3
All areas accessible to horses separated from septic tank
effluent disposal areas to protect the integrity of that
system. Kennel flooring constructed with an impervious
material to facilitate regular cleaning.
All – concern is that the policy is a direct copy of the Design
in Urban Areas general policies.

Design in Rural Areas

1.0

Design in Urban Areas

1.0

Discrepancies with numbering when referenced in Tables

2.0

DO1 is missing elements
DO 1
Development that is:
(a) contextual – by considering, recognising and carefully
responding to its natural surroundings and positively
contributing to the character of the immediate area;
(b) durable – fit for purpose, adaptable and long lasting;
(c) inclusive – by integrating landscape design to optimise
pedestrian and cyclist usability, privacy and equitable
access, and also promote the provision of quality spaces
integrated with the public realm that can be used for access
and recreation and help optimise security and safety both
internally and within the public realm, for occupants and
visitors alike; and
(d) sustainable – by integrating sustainable techniques into
the design and siting of development and landscaping to

REWRITE policy with a rural
context.

Review numbering to ensure
correct numbering is referenced
within the tables
Include ‘value’ and ‘performance’
as key headings to better reflect
the ODASA principles of good
design.
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improve community health, urban heat, water management,
environmental performance, biodiversity and local amenity
and to minimise energy consumption.
3.0

PO1.1 missing elements
PO 1.1
Buildings that reinforce corners through changes in setback,
articulation, materials, colour and massing (including height,
width, bulk, roof form and slope).

4.0

5.0

PO1.4 DTS/DPF1.4 requires refining.
PO 1.4
Plant, exhaust and intake vents and other technical
equipment integrated into the building design to minimise
visibility from the public realm and negative impacts on
residential amenity by:
(a) positioning plant and equipment discretely, in
unobtrusive locations as viewed from public roads and
spaces;
(b) screening rooftop plant and equipment from view; and
(c) when located on the roof of non-residential
development, locating the plant and equipment as far as
practicable from adjacent sensitive land uses.
DTS / DPF 1.4
Development does not incorporate any structures that
protrude beyond the roofline.
PO1.5 External Appearance – remove negative
connotation.

PO1.1 Insert the word ‘Street’
between the words ‘Reinforce’
and ‘Corners’.

Delete the word ‘Structures’ and
replace with the elements
described in the first part of
PO1.4.

Delete the word ‘Negative’
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6.0

PO 1.5
The negative visual impact of outdoor storage, waste
management, loading and service areas is minimised by
integrating them into the building design and screening
them from public view (such as fencing, landscaping and
built form) taking into account the form of development
contemplated in the relevant zone.
PO4.3 Environmental Performance

7.0

PO 4.3
Buildings incorporate climate responsive techniques and
features such as building and window orientation, use of
eaves, verandahs and shading structures, water harvesting,
at ground landscaping, green walls, green roofs and
photovoltaic cells.
PO6.2 Car parking appearance

8.0

PO 6.2
Vehicle parking areas appropriately located, designed and
constructed to minimise impacts on adjacent sensitive
receivers through measures such as ensuring they are
attractively developed and landscaped, screen fenced, and
the like.
PO12.4 Site Facilities/Waste Storage

9.0

PO 12.4
Communal waste storage and collection areas designed to
allow waste and recycling collection vehicles to
enter and leave the site without reversing.
DTS/DPF 16.2(c) concern that this provision limits ‘all

Consider expanding on
’photovoltaic cells’ to include
other green/renewable energy
sources.

Remove the words ’screened
fence, and the like.’ From the
end of the sentence.

Remove the words ’without
reversing’ and replace with ‘in a
forward direction’.

Remove DTS/DPF16.2(c).
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existing or proposed’ ancillary structures to 60m². Sufficient
guidance is already provided within 16.2(a)& (b).
DTS / DPF 16.2
Ancillary buildings and structures do not result in:
(a) less private open space than specified in Design in
Urban Areas Table 1 – Outdoor Open Space;
(b) less on-site car parking than specified in Transport,
Access and Parking Table 1 - Off-street Car Parking
Requirements; and
(c) the total roofed floor area of all existing or proposed
ancillary building(s) or structure(s) exceeding 60m2.
10.0 DTS/DPF 18.2 External Appearance – clarity around
reference to ‘building line’ and ‘façade’

Clarification around the point to
which a building is measured
with respect to primary street
setback i.e. the building line or
any part. This raises concern
with those elements that
protrude as the administrative
definition of ‘building line’
suggests that the protrusions
forward of the ‘building line’
(such as those required in
Design in Urban Areas DTS/DPF
18.2) do not form part of the
building and can therefore
protrude forward without
limitation. This may result in
balconies/verandas or the like
being constructed forward of the
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building line, without limitation,
resulting in poor streetscape
outcomes as a result of a lack of
direction from the policy. Apply a
clear and succinct policy
direction for which part of a
building is to be measured for
the relevant Zone setback and
provide a minimum and
maximum dimension for design
protrusions forward of the
building line.
For example:

11.0 DTS/DPF18.3 External Appearance
DTS/DPF 18.3
Buildings of 2 or more building levels and a length
exceeding 20m adjacent a secondary street or side
boundary incorporate a step back of the building façade of
more than 300mm for a minimum length of 1m, at least
every 10m.
12.0 PO19.1 Overlooking/Visual Privacy
PO 19.1
Development mitigates direct overlooking of habitable
rooms and private open spaces of dwellings.

Suggest the removal of the
words ‘step back of’ and replace
with ‘recess in’.

Reword as follows, ‘development
minimises direct overlooking into
habitable rooms and usable
private open spaces of
dwellings’.
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13.0 DTS/DPF 20.3 Private Open Space
DTS / DPF 20.3
A portion of the private open space specified in DTS 20.1
can be provided forward of the primary building line where:
(a) the area is fenced to a maximum height of 1.8m;
(b) the area incorporates a verandah with a minimum
dimension of 1.5m
(c) an area is provided behind the primary building line that
has the minimum dimensions identified in DTS 20.1;
14.0 PO DTS/DPF 33.1 car parking, access and
manoeuvrability.
PO 33.1
Driveways and access points are designed and distributed
to optimise the provision of on-street visitor parking (where
on-street parking is appropriate).
15.0 PO 40.2 student accommodation
PO 40.2
Student accommodation designed to provide easy
adaptation of the building to accommodate an alternative
use of the building in the event it is no longer required for
student housing.
Forestry

1.0

PO 1.1
PO 1.1
Commercial forestry plantations established where there is

Reword as follows ´a portion of
the private open space specified
in DTS 20.1 can be provided
forward of the primary building
line where the area is fenced for
privacy and an area is provided
behind the primary building line
that has the minimum
dimensions identified in DTS
20.1.’
Querying the practicality of the
reliance of on-street parking to
meet parking requirements and
concerned that on-street car
parks will be attributed to more
than one proposal.
No reference to student
accommodation within Table 1 –
Off-street car parking

Siting – replace ‘or’ with ‘and’
between ‘vegetation,’ and
‘where’.
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no clearance of valued trees or substantially intact strata of
native vegetation, or where there is no detrimental effect on
the physical environment or scenic quality of the rural
landscape.
2.0

DTS/DPF 2.2
DTS/DPF 2.2
Commercial forestry plantations:
(a) do not involve cultivation (excluding spot cultivation) in
drainage lines;
(b) are setback 20m or more from the banks of any major
watercourse (a third order or higher watercourse), lake,
reservoir, wetland and sinkhole (direct connection to
aquifer); and
(c) are setback 10m or more from the banks of any first or
second order watercourse or sinkhole (no direct
connection to aquifer).

Housing Renewal

1.0

Entire module

Infrastructure and Renewable
Energy Facilities

1.0

PO 9.1
PO 9.1

Where watercourses are referred
to there should be reference
made to where this information
can be accessed – is it from the
watercourse overlay or particular
maps. Perhaps this should be
expanded to show what is the
third order or higher streams as
is referenced in the policies.

Query the need for this module
as any housing renewal project
will be within neighbourhood
zone where these requirements
should be stipulated. If different
policies are needed for housing
renewal projects then this should
be included within the zone
provisions.
Include the words ‘agricultural
land’ in the list of areas where
solar power facilities should not
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2.0

Solar power facilities generating 5MW or more are not
located on land of high environmental, scenic or
cultural value.

be located.

DTS/DPF 9.3 (b)

Suggest that it read ‘100m from
a sensitive receiver’ rather than
listing specific zones as could
apply to other residential type
zones as well.

DTS/DPF 9.3
Solar power facilities are setback at least:
(a) 500 metres from conservation areas;
(b) 100 metres from Township, Settlement, Rural
Neighbourhood and Rural Living Zones; and
(c) 30 metres from adjoining land.
3.0

Wastewater Services PO 12.1 and 12.2
Concern that waste control matters are not mandatory and
there is a risk that Certifiers undertaking DTS assessments
may not recognise the importance of these policies.

Suggest strengthening of policy
to ensure adequate compliance
with waste control legislation
prior to planning decision.

PO 12.1
Development is connected to an approved common waste
water disposal service with the capacity to meet the
requirements of the intended use. Where this is not
available an appropriate on-site service is provided to meet
the on-going requirements of the intended use in
accordance with the following:
(a) it is wholly located and contained within the allotment of
the development they will service.
(b) in areas where there is a high risk of contamination of
surface, ground, or marine water resources from on-site
disposal of liquid wastes are to include disposal systems
that minimise the risk of pollution to those water resources
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(c) ensures septic tank effluent drainage fields and other
waste water disposal areas located away from
watercourses and flood prone, sloping, saline or poorly
drained land to minimise environmental harm.
PO 12.2
Effluent drainage fields and other waste water disposal
areas maintained to ensure the effective operation
of waste systems and minimise risks to human health and
environmental harm.
4.0

5.0
6.0

Intensive Animal Husbandry
and Dairies

1.0

Wastewater Services PO 12.1 and 12.2
Concern that waste control matters and the area required
for waste disposal is not factored into minimum allotment
sizes in some neighbourhood zones.

Refer to zone level comments
and importance of allowing
TNVs/policy to provide guidance
on minimum allotment sizes in
areas that are not serviced by
CWMS or sewer.
Waste Services – the scaling system requirements for plans Ensure consistency across
is not consistent with the Wastewater Code.
Codes in the provision of
relevant information.
DTS/DPF 13.1 Temporary Facilities
Suggest that it be reworded to
say, ‘A waste collection and
DTS/DPF 13.1
disposal service will be
A waste collection and disposal service will be used to
established to accommodate the
dispose of the volume of waste and at a rate it is
volume of waste generated.’
generated.
Soil and Water Protection PO & DTS/DPF 3.1
PO 3.1
To avoid environmental harm and adverse effects on water

In part (b) reference is made to
major watercourses (third order
or higher streams). Need to
ensure that these watercourses
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Interface between Land Uses

1.0

resources, intensive animal husbandry
operations appropriately setback from:
(a) public water supply reservoirs;
(b) major watercourses (third order or higher stream); and
(c) any other watercourse, bore or well used for domestic or
stock water supplies.
DTS/DPF 3.1
Intensive animal husbandry operations are setback:
(a) 800m or more from a public water supply reservoir;
(b) 200m or more from a major watercourse (third order or
higher stream); and
(c) 100m or more from any other watercourse, bore or well
used for domestic or stock water supplies.

are referenced on an overlay
map to assist applicants in
identifying if such a watercourse
will impact their proposal.

PO 7.1

If this is referring to glare from
solar farms or panels is there
sufficient evidence to suggest
that glare is created? Other
policies that relate to this type of
development should adequately
cover this.

PO 7.1
Development designed and comprised of materials and
finishes that do not unreasonably cause a distraction to
adjacent road users and pedestrian areas or unreasonably
cause heat loading and microclimatic impacts on adjacent
buildings and land uses as a result of reflective solar glare.
2.0

PO 9.1, 9.2 & 9.6
PO 9.1
Sensitive receivers located and designed to mitigate
impacts from lawfully existing horticultural and farming
activities including chemical spray drift and noise.

If there are recognised buffer
distances that could be applied
as DTS/DPFs in 9.1, 9.2 and 9.6
then they should be applied as
has occurred in 9.3 to 9.5.

PO 9.2
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Sensitive receivers located and designed to mitigate
potential impacts from lawfully existing intensive animal
husbandry activities and not prejudice the continued
operation of these activities.
PO 9.6
Setbacks and vegetation plantings along allotment
boundaries should be incorporated to mitigate the potential
impacts of chemical spray drift and other impacts
associated with agricultural and horticultural activities.
Land Division in Urban Areas

1.0

DTS/DPF 4.2
DTS/DPF 4.2
Each allotment can be connected to any of the following:
(a) a waste water treatment plant that has the hydraulic
volume and pollutant load treatment and disposal capacity
for the maximum predicted wastewater volume generated
by subsequent development of the proposed allotments; or
(b) a form of on-site waste water treatment and disposal
that meets relevant public health and environmental
standards.

2.0

Include reference to connection
to wastewater treatment plant or
sewer. Insert the words ‘or
sewer’ between ‘plant’ and ‘that’
in part (a).

PO 8.2 Open Space

Create an administrative
definition for ‘Open Space’ and
PO 8.2
‘Usable Open Space’ as follows:
Land allocated for open space is suitable for intended active Open Space is ‘Public land
and passive recreational use considering gradient and
intended for active and passive
potential for inundation.
recreational uses.’
Usable Open Space is ‘Open
space which can comprise no
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more than 20% of land which
has a slope of no more than 1:4
and/or comprises a watercourse,
wetland or detention basin.’
Re word PO8.2 to ‘Land
allocated for open space
includes usable open space that
is suitable for intended active
and passive recreational uses
considering gradient and
potential for inundation.’

Land Division in Rural Areas

1.0

All – concern is that the policy is a direct copy of the Land
Division in Urban Areas General Policies.

Open Space and Recreation

1.0

Concerns regarding the lack of guidance around the
location and size of open space and parks i.e. walkable
neighbourhoods.

2.0

Consistent policy regarding the provision of open space.

With the administrative
definitions detailed above, no
DTS/DPF would be required.
REWRITE policy with a rural
context.
Include policies that reflect
existing PDC’s 5, 6 and 7 of the
SAPPL Open Space and
Recreation module which
provide guidance on the size
and location of parks and open
space relative to the hierarchical
status.
Replace PO DTS/DPF 4.1 with
the same wording as Land
Division in Urban Areas PO 8.2
as suggested above.
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3.0

PO 5.2 – phrasing is questionable.
PO 5.2
Play equipment is located where it can be casually
observed by nearby residents and users.

Waste Treatment and
Management

1.0

Concern with lack of guidance as to setback from sensitive
receivers such as residential type land uses.

Concerned with the wording.
Reword as follows ‘play
equipment is located to
maximise opportunities for
passive surveillance’.
Consider adopting policies that
reflect the EPA separation
guidelines for
waste/landfill/treatment facilities
to prescribe minimum setback
distances from sensitive
receptors
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Land Use Definitions
Term
Function Centre

Concern
1.0 Function Centres are an envisaged class of development and are identified in the Rural Zone but
are not defined, given current trends towards this type of development a definition would assist
the relevant authority in assessing against any relevant policies.

Administrative Definitions
Term
Building line

1.0

Bushfire buffer zone
Low-density

1.0
1.0

2.0
Neighbourhood Zone
Private Open Space

1.0
1.0

Standard sea flood risk level

1.0

Concern
Clarification around the point to which a building is measured with respect to primary street
setback i.e. the building line or any part. This raises concern with those elements that protrude as
the administrative definition of ‘building line’ suggests that the protrusions forward of the ‘building
line’ (such as those required in Design in Urban Areas DTS/DPF 18.2) do not form part of the
building and can therefore protrude forward without limitation. This may result in
balconies/verandas or the like being constructed forward of the building line, without limitation,
resulting in poor streetscape outcomes as a result of a lack of direction from the policy. Apply a
clear and succinct policy direction for which part of a building is to be measured for the relevant
Zone setback and provide a minimum and maximum dimension for design protrusions forward of
the building line.
Clarity required around the term ‘residential allotments’ within the definition.
Concern with contextual application as it applies to existing areas/townships’ character. Despite
the application of TNVs to support minimum allotment sizes there is a concern that the
overarching desired outcome of residential zones seeking low to very low density may end up
being at a lot higher density than anticipated by current policies by virtue of this definition.
Very Low Density - This term is undefined despite appearing in several DO’s i.e. Residential
Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone. Defining very low density will assist in
the interpretation of the desired outcomes of these zones.
Question inclusion of Rural Living within the definition.
Concern regarding the significant reduction in minimum dimension of Private Open Space
compared to the current SAPPL requirements.
The definition does not specify where/what constitutes the AEP sea flood level.
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Total floor area
Wall height
Other – Very Low Density

1.0 Needs work - overly complicated. Please simplify.
1.0 Overly complicated. Please simplify.
1.0 Very Low Density - This term is undefined despite appearing in several DO’s i.e. Residential
Neighbourhood Zone and Suburban Neighbourhood Zone.

Other Comments
Concern
‘Additions’ to land uses listed within the tables, are subject to which assessment
pathway? eg. Additions to Tourist Accommodation in the Caravan and Tourist
Park Zone.

Resolution
Include within the tables reference eg.
Tourist Accommodation (including additions
and alterations to existing tourist
accommodation facilities)

2.0

Existing localised flood mapping for the 1992 Langhorne Creek and 1956 River
Murray Floods are not reflected within the Overlays.

Mapping be included within Hazards (flooding)
Overlay

3.0

Overlays where the entirety of the policy surrounds referral triggers (eg. Murray
Darling Basin, Prescribed Water Resources, River Murray Tributaries) are being
unduly restrictive on Accepted and DTS development where they are not
applicable.

These overlays should not be called up unless
the Nature of Development is listed within the
PO (eg, horticulture, aquaculture, intensive
animal husbandry).

4.0

Character Area Overlay instead of Historic Area Overlay

5.0

Shop sizes – current Development Plan policies allows for different size shops
within residential areas depending on the location. The Code has one size across
the board however this will mean increasing the area significantly in some areas
and reducing the size in others.

Apply a Character Area overlay to Policy Area
13 to reflect the desired character identified in
current Residential Zone, Goolwa Historic
Policy Area 13.
Introduce TNVs to distinguish the varying shop
sizes allowed within different residential areas
according to the current Development Plan
policies.
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6.0

Incorrect zone applied to land north of the Port Elliot Caravan Park (map
provided)

Change the zone from General Neighbourhood
to Tourism Development Zone as outlined in
red on the map below.
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7.0

Unclear as to any Assessment pathway for a jetty or mooring facility outside of
any Infrastructure Zone.

Provide policies to guide the installation,
replacement or extension to jetties in all
relevant zones.
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Historic Area Statement
Goolwa

Eras and themes

Between the 1850s and 1880s Goolwa developed as one of Australia’s most
important river ports. Dwindling after the Morgan to Port Adelaide railway
opened in 1878.
Australia’s first railway, a single-track horse powered tramway (1854)
extended from Goolwa to Victor Harbor in 1864 and later converted to
steam and rail, now forms part of a major tourist attraction, the ‘Cockle
Train’ trip.
Residential development commenced with the settlement of Goolwa. From
the late 19th century to the present day, Goolwa’s main focus has been as a
tourist township, but the industrial historic legacy of earlier times which
includes former breweries, sawmill, shipyards, the wharf area, the Goolwa
Patent Slip and iron works and flour mill.
The Goolwa Historic Area is a residential area known as ‘Little Scotland’
adjoining the State Heritage Area to the north and bounded by the railway
line to the south.

Allotments & Subdivision
Patterns

Site Areas
Street Frontages

Front
Setbacks
Side
Setbacks

300m2 Historic allotments; many dwellings built over two allotments
(600m2).
Historic allotments typically 10m wide, many dwellings built over two
allotments giving streetscape appearance of 20m frontages. Buildings
parallel to street.
Up to 8m typically
Minimal side setbacks, often no driveways or vehicle access. Where vehicles
are provided for garaging and carports to rear of properties (not attached to
houses or at street frontages).

Historic Area Statement
Goolwa
Architectural Features

Building Height
Materials
Fencing
Setting & Public Realm
Features

Small humble workers cottages. Gabled, hipped and parapeted roofs at 3045 degree pitches. Separate verandah roof across frontage typical. High solid
to void (window & door opening) ratio.
Single storey external wall heights 3.8-4.1m and ceilings of at least 3m.
Stone, rendered masonry, weatherboard walls. Corrugated roofing. Distinct
absence of contemporary materials.
Low picket fences or timber post and rails often at verandah line. Maximum
1.2m high.
Intimate village, narrow streets with minimal or no footpaths.

Historic Area Statement
Middleton
Heritage Characteristics
Era and themes
Allotments and
Subdivision Patterns
Architectural features
Building Height
Materials
Fencing

Setting and Public Realm

Prevailing Characteristics
1855- Flour Mill established, Middleton township 1856- from mid
19th century era of grain production and local milling for export
Irregular angled large allotments containing former mill and ancillary
dwellings and smaller lots.
Symmetrical structures with a high solid to void (window & door
opening) ratio. Gabled and hipped roofs of 27-35 degree pitch.
Single storey dwellings.
Bluestone and sandstone, brick quoins, corrugated iron, rendered
walling or rammed earth walling. Corrugated galvanised roofing.
Fencing reflective of the architectural style of the building in terms
of building material, including post and wire and open fencing no
higher than 1.2m to front alignment, side boundary fences no higher
than 1.8m;
Existing mature trees and vegetation, and boundary structures, such
as walls and fences form an important landscape.
Open landscape surrounding the mill complex.

Historic Area Statement
Port Elliot
The Strand
1850’s-1920’s
Residential & Small Commercial

Horseshoe Bay
1850’s-1920’s
Former Port, Leisure

Murray Terrace
1850’s-1920’s
Residential

Early commercial, civic and
institutional buildings underpin
the historic street. A compact
commercial and shopping core
towards North Terrace, with
holiday houses and cottages
concentrated towards Freeman’s
Lookout to the south. A
pedestrian-friendly environment,
preserving the backdrop to
streetscapes on Charteris Street,
Murray Terrace and Horseshoe
Bay.
Site Areas 900m2 average

The focal point of the
township and centre
for leisure activities is
Horseshoe Bay. It
remains largely
undeveloped, with
landscape and natural
elements prioritised.

The Murray Terrace
section contains both
historically significant
buildings of the 19th
Century and more recent
dwellings which give the
area a unique character,
particularly the bungalow
style dwellings located
south of the railway line.

n/a

800m2 average

Street
20m average
Frontages
Front
Minimal to residential buildings,
Setbacks often no setback to commercial
buildings. Buildings parallel to
street.

n/a

21m average

Side

n/a

Eras and
themes

Allotments
&
Subdivision
Patterns

3-4m driveway side; 1.2m

n/a

North Terrace
1850’s-1920’s
Commercial &
Residential
This area provides the
entrance to the historic
Port Elliot township.

900m2 average

20m average North side
27m average South side
Minimal (1-2m) south of
4-7m setbacks to
train line and larger (6residential buildings,
8m) north of train line.
typically no setback to
Buildings parallel to
commercial buildings.
street.
Buildings parallel to
street.
3-4m driveway side; 1.2m 4-10m to residential

Historic Area Statement
Port Elliot
Setbacks

otherwise. Where vehicles are
provided for garaging and
carports to rear of properties (not
attached to houses or at street
frontages).

otherwise. Larger north
of train line. Where
vehicles are provided for
garaging and carports to
rear of properties (not
attached to houses or at
street frontages).

Architectural
Features

Square or rectangular ground
plans with hipped and gabled
roofs and mostly separate
verandahs. Symmetrical facades
common. High solid to void (door
& window openings) ratio.

Significant natural
landscape with historic
shipping remnants
(timber jetty,
breakwater & quarry).
Existing structures are
generally unobtrusive.

Building
Height

Predominantly single storey
residential external wall heights
3.8-4.1m and ceilings of at least
3m. Two-storey historic landmark
civic, religious & commercial
structures.
Walls unpainted limestone and
bluestone with redbrick quoins.
Some rendered masonry.
Corrugated roofs. Distinct
absence of contemporary
materials.

Predominantly single
storey and sited well
below the cliff face.

Materials

Natural materials
dominate. Stone,
rendered masonry,
unpainted timber,
corrugated roofs.

buildings, minimal side
setbacks to commercial
buildings. Where
vehicles are provided for
garaging and carports to
rear of properties (not
attached to houses or at
street frontages).
Square or rectangular
Square or rectangular
ground plans with hipped ground plans with
and gabled roofs and
hipped and gabled roofs.
continuous verandahs in Separate verandahs,
Bungalow styles. High
extending over footpaths
solid to void (door &
for commercial buildings.
window openings) ratio.
High solid to void
(window & door
opening) ratio.
Single storey external
Single storey external
wall heights 3.8-4.1m and wall heights 3.8-4.1m
ceilings of at least 3m.
and ceilings of at least
3m. Two-storey historic
landmark civic, religious
& commercial structures.
Walls unpainted
Bluestone, limestone
limestone redbrick
and rendered masonry.
quoins and side walls.
Corrugated roofs.
Some rendered masonry. Distinct absence of
Corrugated and
contemporary materials.
terracotta tiled roofs.
Distinct absence of

Historic Area Statement
Port Elliot
Fencing

Setting &
Public Realm
Features

Low, open fencing including post
and wire, post and rail, picket,
hedges & vegetation, masonry
reflecting the dwelling behind.
Maximum height of front fencing
1.2m.
Intimate village character, street
trees and verandahs over
footpath. Prominent public parks
and railway precinct directly
connected to street.

Fencing designed to
minimise interruptions
to views.

Significant natural
landscape with historic
shipping remnants.

contemporary materials.
Low fencing including
pickets and masonry
(reflecting style of
dwelling behind), some
hedges. Maximum height
of front fencing 1.2m.
Wide footpaths with
planted verges including
street trees and shrubs.

Low masonry fencing
most common. Some
brush, timber and
hedging. Maximum
height of front fencing
1.2m.
Rural open streetscape
character with minimal
signage and no
illuminated signage.
Paved and bitumised
footpaths with some
street trees. Street lamps
and significant pine tree
prominent features.

Historic Area Statement
Strathalbyn – Commercial (Dawson / High Street)

Eras and
themes

Allotments
&
Subdivision
Patterns

Site Areas

Street Frontages
Front
Setbacks
Side
Setbacks
Architectural
Features

“1: Dawson”

“2: High Street”

Commercial Rd/Dawson Street, Catherine
Street, Rankine Street, South Terrace, Donald
Street, Albyn Terrace

High Street, Grey Street, Swale Street, Sunter
Street, Alfred Place

1860’s – 1910’s settlement period, residential,
small commercial, institutional & civic buildings

1860’s – 1910’s settlement period residential, small
commercial, institutional & civic buildings

The River Angas and the associated Soliders
Memorial Gardens is a key element within this
area, reflecting the rising civic consciousness of
the residents of Strathalbyn as the town
prospered through the 1870’s-90’s. Dawson
Street and Albyn Terrace contain many notable
early examples of commercial buildings which
reflect the enterprise and success of these
residents.
900m2 rectangular allotments on average

An historic predominantly commercial area with
buildings ranging from early settlement, through a
period of expansion in the late 1860’s to about 1910.

21m average frontage
No front setback to commercial properties.
5-6m front setback to residential properties
typically. Buildings parallel to street.
Minimal side setbacks, often no driveways or
vehicle access.
High solid to void (window & door opening)
ratio.

23m average frontage
No front setback to commercial properties.
Minimal to no front setback to residential
properties typically. Buildings parallel to street.
Minimal side setbacks, often no driveways or
vehicle access.
High solid to void (window & door opening) ratio.

940m2 rectangular allotments on average

Historic Area Statement
Strathalbyn – Commercial (Dawson / High Street)

Commercial properties typically parapeted or
hipped and gabled with verandah’s overhanging
footpaths.

Building
Height

Materials

Fencing

Setting &
Public Realm
Features

Residential properties simple double fronted
early settler residences and homesteads hipped
and gabled roofs of 27-35 degrees pitch with
separate verandah.
Where vehicles are provided for garaging and
carports to rear of properties (not attached to
houses or at street frontages).
Commercial and residential single storey with
external wall heights 3.8-4.1m and ceilings of at
least 3m. Two storey grand, civic or historic
commercial activities.
Sandstone & limestone with red brick quoins
predominantly. Corrugated (mostly galvanised)
roofing. Institutional and grand civic buildings
rendered quoins and features. Distinct absence
of contemporary materials.
Timber post and rail (local variation diamond
style), timber post and cyclone mesh. Pickets to
verandahs at street line. Maximum height 1.2m
to front and 1.8m side boundaries.
Rural open streetscape character. Some early
stone and terracotta kerbing remain.
Wide streets in original layout connecting to
traditional parks/gardens reinforcing rural
character and scenic views.

Commercial properties typically parapeted or hipped
and gabled with verandah’s overhanging footpaths.
Residential properties simple double fronted early
settler residences and homesteads hipped and
gabled roofs of 27-35 degrees pitch with separate
verandah.
Where vehicles are provided for garaging and
carports to rear of properties (not attached to
houses or at street frontages).

Commercial and residential single storey with
external wall heights 3.8-4.1m and ceilings of at
least 3m. Two storey grand, civic or historic
commercial activities.
Sandstone & limestone with red brick quoins
predominantly. Corrugated (mostly galvanised)
roofing. Institutional and grand civic buildings
rendered quoins and features. Distinct absence of
contemporary materials.
Timber post and rail (local variation diamond
style), timber post and cyclone mesh. Pickets to
verandahs at street line. Maximum height 1.2m to
front and 1.8m side boundaries.
Rural open streetscape character. Some early stone
and terracotta kerbing remain.
Wide streets in original layout connecting to
traditional parks/gardens reinforcing rural character
and scenic views.

Historic Area Statement
Strathalbyn – Commercial (Dawson / High Street)
Traditional street tree planting such as Ash
trees.
Careful and limited use of signage incorporating
simple fonts consistent with the era, limits to
illuminated signage.

Traditional street tree planting such as Ash trees.
Careful and limited use of signage incorporating
simple fonts consistent with the era, limits to
illuminated signage.

Historic Area Statement
Strathalbyn – Residential

Eras and
themes

Allotments

‘3: Northern’

‘4: Western’

‘5:Central’

Manse Road, Melville Lane,Taylors
Lane, Melville Street, Harriet Street
& North Parade

Sandegrove Road, King Street,
Coronation Road

1860’s-1910’s

1910’s

East Tce, Murray Street, North
Parade Grey Street, Chapel
Street, Rowe Street,
Commercial Road, West Terrace,
Jeff Street, Wallbank Street, Mill
Street;
1860’s - 1950’s

Symmetrical double-fronted early
settler cottages and simple
workers accommodation.

Symmetrical double-fronted cottages
and early Bungalow era dwellings.

The Western area is important in the
Centred on North Parade, the area overall character of Strathalbyn as it
was initially subdivided in 1856 and reflects the period at the turn of the
was developed to contain a
century which was one of consolidation
mixture of functions ranging from
and prosperity for the town. The
an early butcher’s shop, to a
specific residential character of the
school, a hospital and a Rechabite
area derives from the consistent
Hall and residences. This
character of the circa 1910 residences,
subdivision has a less regular
which display typical characteristics of
layout, in part due to path of
domestic architecture at the time.
Middle Creek which borders the
area on the north and east. The
early commercial and institutional
functions have declined over time
and the area is now mainly
residential.
Site Areas Large allotments averaging
Large allotments averaging

Symmetrical double-fronted
cottages and early Bungalow era
dwellings.
The Central area represents the
predominantly residential area
within the bounds of the original
town boundary following, North
Parade, East Terrace, South
Terrace and West Terrace. The
area also includes church
landmarks to the east of the
town centre on Murray and
Chapel Streets.

Large allotments averaging

Historic Area Statement
Strathalbyn – Residential
&
Subdivision
Patterns
Street
Frontages
Front
Setbacks
Side
Setbacks

Architectural
Features

Building
Height
Materials

1480m2

1470m2

1600m2

29m frontage on average

27m wide frontage on average

29m frontage on average

6-10m front setbacks typical.
Buildings parallel to street.
Buildings typically located
asymmetrically on allotments,
allowing for access to rear of
blocks on one side.
Symmetrical early settler
residences, simple workers
accommodation and homesteads,
hipped and gabled roofs of 27-35
degree pitch with seperate
verandah, (concave, convex and
bullnosed) set 300mm below main
building gutter. Carports and
sheds to rear of allotments (not
attached to houses or at street
frontages). High solid to void
(window & door opening) ratio.
Single storey with external wall
heights 3.8-4.1m and ceilings of at
least 3m.
Sandstone & Limestone with red
brick quoins predominantly.
Corrugated (mostly galvanised)
roofing.

Consistent front setbacks 5-8m
typical. Buildings parallel to street.
Buildings typically located
symmetrically on allotments with
very wide side setbacks from 5-12m.

8-12m front setbacks typical.
Buildings parallel to street.
Buildings typically located
asymmetrically on allotments,
allowing for access to rear of
blocks on one side.
Stone double fronted cottages
with some early bungalow
styles. Predominantly hipped
roofs of 27-35 degree pitch
with verandahs. Carports and
sheds to rear of allotments
(not attached to houses or at
street frontages). High solid to
void (window & door opening)
ratio.

Symmetrical stone double fronted
cottages with some early bungalow
styles. Predominantly hipped roofs
of 27-35 degree pitch with detached
verandah (concave, convex and
bullnosed) set 300mm below main
building gutter. Carports and sheds
to rear of allotments (not attached
to houses or at street frontages).
High solid to void (window & door
opening) ratio.
Single storey with external wall
heights 3.8-4.1m and ceilings of at
least 3m.
Sandstone & Limestone with red
brick quoins predominantly.
Corrugated (mostly galvanised)
roofing.

Single storey with external
wall heights 3.8-4.1m and
ceilings of at least 3m.
Sandstone & Limestone with
red brick quoins
predominantly. Corrugated
(mostly galvanised) roofing.

Historic Area Statement
Strathalbyn – Residential
Fencing

Timber post and rail (local variation
diamond style), low masonry,
timber post and cyclone mesh,
rural post and wire fencing.
Maximum height 1.2m to front and
1.8m side boundaries.

Hedges, brush, pickets, low masonry
and cyclone mesh, rural post and
wire fencing. Maximum height 1.2m
to front and 1.8m side boundaries.

Setting &
Public Realm
Features

Heavily vegetated, rural character,
especially to Taylors Lane and
Melville Street.

Newly formed footpaths with planted
verges and street trees.

Timber post and rail (local
variation diamond
style),hedges, low masonry,
timber post and cyclone mesh,
rural post and wire fencing.
Maximum height 1.2m to
front and 1.8m side
boundaries.
Rural character, wide streets and
footpaths with regular street
trees.

